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Abstract

The Copying Approach to Tabling, abbrv. CAT, is an alter-
native to SLG-WAM and based on total copying of the areas that
SLG-WAM freezes to preserve execution states of suspended com-
putations. The disadvantage of CAT as pointed out in a previous
paper is that in the worst case, CAT must copy so much that it be-
comes arbitrarily worse than SLG-WAM. Remedies to this problem
have been studied, but a completely satisfactory solution has not
emerged. Here, a hybrid approach is presented: CHAT. Its design
was guided by the requirement that for non-tabled (i.e. Prolog) exe-
cution no changes to the underlying WAM engine need to be made.
CHAT combines certain features of the SLG-WAM with features
of CAT, but also introduces a technique for freezing WAM stacks
without the use of the SLG-WAM’s freeze registers that is of inde-
pendent interest. Empirical results indicate that CHAT is a better
choice for implementing the control of tabling than SLG-WAM and
CAT. However, programs with arbitrarily worse behaviour exist.



CAT: the Copying Approach to TablingBart Demoen Konstantinos SagonasDepartment of Computer ScienceKatholieke Universiteit LeuvenB-3001 Heverlee, Belgiumfbmd,kostisg@cs.kuleuven.ac.beAbstractThe SLG-WAM implements tabling by freezing the WAM stacks: this implementation tech-nique has a reasonably small execution overhead, but is not easy to implement on top of anexisting Prolog system. We here propose a new approach to the implementation of tabling:the Copying Approach to Tabling. CAT interferes absolutely not with normal Prolog executionand can be introduced in an existing Prolog system orthogonally. We have implemented CATstarting from XSB (i.e. taking out SLG-WAM and adding CAT) and the results show that inpractical programs CAT slightly outperforms the SLG-WAM. We give a detailed account of theadditions to be made to a WAM implementation for adopting CAT. We show a case in whichCAT performs arbitrarily worse than SLG-WAM, but on the other hand we present empiricalevidence that CAT is competitive and often faster than SLG-WAM. We discuss issues relatedto memory management and the impact of the scheduling strategy.1 IntroductionTabling in logic programming has been proven useful in a wide range of application areas suchas parsing, deductive databases, program analysis based on abstract interpretation, and recentlyveri�cation through model checking. The most practical implementation of tabling is found inXSB [11]: it also seems the only general Prolog system with tabling. The Table Space of XSB isorganized using tries and table access mechanisms are optimised even further through substitutionfactoring [8]. Also, XSB currently implements two di�erent scheduling strategies [5]. In this paper,we will be concerned mainly with the third aspect of tabling, which is the control and which isorthogonal to the other two. Control, i.e. the need to suspend and resume computations, is amain issue in a tabling implementation, because some subgoals, called generators, generate answersthat go into the tables, while other subgoals, called consumers, consume answers from the tables;as soon as a generator depends on a consumer, the generator and the consumer must be able towork in a coroutining fashion, something that is not readily possible in a WAM implementation ofProlog. The execution of the query ?- pg(X). against the following small program exempli�es thissituation.:- table p/1.p(1) :- pc(Y).p(2).The subscripts g and c denote the occurrence of a subgoal that is a generator or consumerfor this particular query. The answer p(1) cannot be generated before pc has consumed the otheranswer, p(2), from the answer table that pg �lls. At the moment that pc consumes the answer p(2),



it must be in an execution state which is the same as when it was selected �rst. But, in a WAMimplementation, backtracking has removed part of that state | because without backtracking,the answer p(2) could not have been generated | so the state of pc must be preserved. TheSLG-WAM [10], the abstract machine of XSB, preserves the consumer state by freezing it, i.e. bynot allowing backtracking to reclaim space on the stacks as is done in WAM. In implementationterms, this means that the SLG-WAM has a extra set of freeze registers, one freeze register for eachof heap, local stack, trail and choice point stack.1 Moreover, the trail needs to record also valuesbecause they have to be reinstalled together with the consumer.This management of control through freezing slows down execution which is not related totabling: this overhead is actually smaller than people usually assume (order of 10% for an emulatedimplementation), but we will show in this paper that it can be completely avoided through theadoption of CAT. Moreover, freezing is complicated and not easy to put into an existing Prologsystem: this fact might be the main reason why logic programming systems do not yet generallyo�er tabling. Also here, CAT saves the day because by using CAT, tabling can be added to a WAMimplementation in an orthogonal way.Instead of freezing the consumer state, one could imagine that the whole state of the abstractmachine (i.e. all the stacks) is saved in a separate memory area, and then execution just fails overthe consumer. When we need to reinstall the consumer, we can just revert to the saved copy andfeed the consumer with its answers. This is not a good solution for two reasons: copying the wholeWAM state is unnecessary (as we will show later) and it also leads to unnecessary recomputation.The execution of the query ?- pg(X). against the following program shows this.:- table p/1.p(1) :- b. b :- pc(Y).p(2). b :- ... .The state of the abstract machine at the moment pc is called, contains the choice point for b.Still, the second alternative of b will have been exhausted by the time pg generates its �rst answer(in this case p(1)). When we reinstall the consumer pc, we do not want to reinstall the alternativefor b as the ... represent an arbitrary amount of computation. Thus, a more selective copyingof the WAM state can and should be done. CAT does exactly this: it copies selectively (andincrementally) execution state belonging to a consumer and reinstalls this copy when needed.CAT does not require any changes to the WAM, only additions in the form of a few newinstructions which can be alternatively seen as new built-in predicates. The choice points for tabledsubgoals in CAT di�er slightly from usual WAM choice points but this is not visible for non-tabledexecution. Moreover, unlike SLG-WAM, no freeze-registers are needed for CAT, neither a morecomplicated trail. In short, CAT allows introduction of tabling into a WAM like implementationwithout any performance overhead. Therefore, we believe that CAT is an attractive approach toincorporate tabling in any high-performance LP implementation.In the next section, a brief introduction to tabling and the SLG-WAM is given and someterminology is set. Section 3 introduces tabling as a program transformation. We then explain CATstep by step in situations of increasing complexity in Section 4. All along the additions to WAMare introduced and memory management is discussed. Section 5 discusses a worst case behaviourof CAT and a possible remedy. Section 6 discusses in more detail the CAT implementation and therelation between SLG-WAM and CAT. Section 7 compares the performance of CAT and SLG-WAMin the context of XSB. We end with an overview of related and future work.1Throughout this paper, we assume a WAM model with environment and choice point stacks separated (as XSBor SICStus Prolog implement) rather than combined as in the original WAM. We also assume that stacks growdownwards, i.e. higher in the stack means older, lower means younger.2



2 Tabling and SLG-WAM: Basic Concepts and TerminologyDue to space limitations, we only present concepts and terminology of tabled evaluation and of theSLG-WAM which are necessary to make the paper reasonably self-contained. We assume the usualterminology of logic programming and refer the reader to [2] for issues related to SLG resolutionand to [10] for a detailed description of the SLG-WAM. Also due to space limitations we restrictourselves to de�nite programs and we keep the presentation informal (see [10] for a more formaltreatment of the notions that are described below).2.1 Basic Overview of TablingA tabled program is a program augmented (automatically or by the programmer) with tablingdeclarations of the form: :- table p1=n1; : : : ; pk=nk.where pi is a predicate symbol and ni is an integer. These declarations ensure that all queries tothe predicate pi of arity ni will be executed using tabled evaluation (e.g. SLG resolution). Otherpredicates are implicitly assumed as non-tabled in which case SLD resolution is used for queries tothese predicates. Slightly abusing terminology, we will speak of tabled subgoals as well as tabledpredicates. Following SLG resolution we will consider two tabled subgoals to be the same if theyare variants of each other; i.e. identical up to variable renaming; however note that this is anorthogonal issue to the design of SLG-WAM or CAT. Tabled subgoals which are encountered inthe evaluation of a query against a program are persistently stored in a global data structure calleda subgoal table. When a tabled subgoal, s, is called, a check must be made to see whether s existsin the subgoal table or not. This is the purpose of the SLG new subgoal operation. If s is new,it is termed a generator, it is entered in the table and will use program clause resolutionto derive answers. Through the new answer operation, the set of derived answers of s will alsobe recorded in a global data structure called the answer table of s. Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between generators and answer tables. If, on the other hand, (a variant of) salready exists in the table, it will resolve against answers which its answer table contains. In thiscase, we call the subgoal a consumer of s. Answers are fed to the consumer one at a time throughthe answer return operation.A basic concept in tabled evaluations is completion of (generator) subgoals and their associatedanswer tables. Informally, a subgoal s (and its answer table) is called complete if all its answershave been derived. On a slightly more operational level, through the SLG completion operationa subgoal can be determined as complete if all program and answer clause resolution has beenperformed for clauses of this subgoal. As there might exist dependencies between subgoals, it is oftenthe case that subgoals cannot be determined complete on an individual basis, but their (mutual)dependencies also have to be taken into account. This suggests that the subgoal dependencygraph DG has to be examined and sets of mutually dependent subgoals can be completed whenthey are involved in a strongly connected component � of DG that is independent : i.e. none of �'ssubgoals depends on a subgoal outside �. When all subgoals are completed, the evaluation hasreached a �xpoint and stops.2.2 Implementation of Tabling in the SLG-WAMAs one of the examples in the introduction shows, tabling cannot be implemented using the puredepth-�rst search of the WAM: this is mainly due to the fact that the generation and consumption3



of answers are asynchronous processes. This means that an abstract machine for tabling has tomaintain or reconstruct execution environments of consumers until these have consumed all answersthat are generated for the subgoals; i.e. consumers have to be retained until �xpoint or completionof the associated generators. Likewise, newly derived answers must be queued to resolve againstsubgoals which do not necessarily correspond to the current execution environment. SLG-WAMo�ers a particular way to implement these features.2.2.1 Suspending and Resuming Consumers in the SLG-WAMThe SLG-WAM implements tabling by suspending consumers when these have exhausted all an-swers currently in the table and resuming them when new answers have been derived for them.Suspension is performed in SLG-WAM by creating a consumer choice point to represent the sus-pended environment, freezing all stacks by setting the freeze registers to point to the current top,and then failing to a previous choice point without reclaiming any stack space; in particular, thefreeze registers are not reset. Space is not reclaimed below these freeze registers until completionof the appropriate generator. Resuming, besides restoring the WAM registers to the values savedin the consumer choice point, uses the addresses and the values saved in a forward trail [13, 12] torestore variable bindings along the path to the suspended consumer; see [10] for exactly how this isdone. An unconsumed answer is then returned to the restored consumer and execution continuesby taking the forward continuation of the restored computation.The purpose of freezing is that execution states of consumers are retained until the consumptionof all their answers. So suspension interacts with completion: if upon consuming the last currentlyavailable answer of a subgoal, the subgoal cannot be determined complete, i.e. that it has all itsanswers, the consumer needs to be suspended so that its execution environment is available if newanswers are generated for it. If, on the other hand, a consumer of a complete subgoal is encountered,a completed table optimization can be performed: suspension through freezing is not necessary andthe consumer can backtrack through the answers in the table as if they were program clauses storedas facts.2.2.2 Scheduling and Incremental Completion in the SLG-WAMA scheduling strategy determines when answers are returned to consumers: SLG allows for manydi�erent scheduling strategies each of which can have di�erent performance characteristics; see [5].XSB currently implements two di�erent scheduling strategies called batched and local evaluation.Both of them are based on partitioning the subgoals encountered during the course of an evaluationinto scheduling components. As this partitioning also interacts with and is inuenced by completionwe examine scheduling and completion together.In de�nite programs, completion (determining �xpoint) can be postponed till the end of theevaluation. However, for the SLG-WAM to reclaim space and thus be e�ective on large programs amore �ne grained, incremental completion is needed. To e�ciently perform incremental completion,the SLG-WAM (and CAT) contains an area of memory new to the WAM, the Completion Stack.The completion stack can be seen as a restriction of the choice point stack to just the choicepoints for generators and is used to e�ciently keep track of dependencies between subgoals andof scheduling components. Speci�cally, the completion stack maintains, for each subgoal s, arepresentation of the older (highest) generator subgoal sL upon which s or any subgoal below smay depend. This subgoal is called the leader of its scheduling component. When s and all subgoalsnewer than s have exhausted all program clause resolution, s can be checked for completion. If sis the leader of its component, A, and thus does not depend on subgoals higher in the stack than4



itself, if all consumers of subgoals in A have consumed all answers, then s and all other subgoalsin A can complete and the (possibly frozen) space that corresponds to subgoals of the componentcan be reclaimed. Otherwise, if the leader sL is higher in the completion stack than s, thens may depend upon subgoals that appear higher than itself on the completion stack, and executionbacktracks to the previous alternative without reclaiming any space. This is the main idea behindthe implementation of incremental completion in the SLG-WAM (see [10] for more details).In both batched and local evaluation, scheduling of answer return operations is based on(and limited to the subgoals of) the component that is on the top of the completion stack. Thisexplains why these are called scheduling components. More speci�cally, the leader of the topmostcomponent is responsible for checking whether all answers have been returned to all consumersof subgoals that it leads, and schedule answer return operations if unresolved answers existfor some consumer. This check, called �xpoint check in [10], is needed independently of whethereach generator schedules its consumers or not after performing all program clause resolution andchecking whether it can complete. Scheduling of consumers on failing back to the leader is alwayspossible as some scheduling strategies (including the above two) cannot determine �xpoint in apurely stack-based manner; see [10, 5] for why this is so. To appreciate the design of CAT, it isthus important to keep in mind that consumers of subgoals of a scheduling component may need tobe resumed when execution has failed back to the leader. We end this review section by pointingout the following:2.2.3 Overhead of the SLG-WAMThe introduction of freeze registers incurs a small but non-negligible overhead to non-tabled execu-tion: For example, to place a choice point a comparison between the the B register and the choicepoint freeze register (BF register) is needed; similarly for trailing or allocating an environment.Checking whether bindings are conditional is also more complicated. Normal execution is alsopenalised by the introduction of the forward trail: every trailed binding needs more space than inWAM and more time to create it. For an emulated implementation, this overhead is in the orderof 10% and probably not bigger for a native code implementation.3 Tabling explained as a source-to-source transformationThe starting point is a plain WAM implementation of Prolog with which we assume the reader tobe familiar; see for instance [?].The compiler can compile tabled predicates in a particular way, which is most easily explained bya source to source transformation that shows the principles without some optimisations: the sourceto source transformation has the added advantage that it shows very clearly that to implementtabling, one merely has to add a series of (admittedly complex) built-in predicates to an existingimplementation. Let foo/2 be de�ned as follows::- table foo/2.foo(X,Y) :- body1.foo(X,Y) :- body2....foo(X,Y) :- bodyn.foo/2 is transformed to: 5



foo(X,Y) :- ( exists variant subgoal(foo(X,Y)) ->!, install consumer choicepoint, cat save, fail; install generator choicepoint, fail ).foo(X,Y) :- save table info(T), body1, new answer(T).foo(X,Y) :- save table info(T), body2, new answer(T)....foo(X,Y) :- save table info(T), bodyn, new answer(T).foo(X,Y) :- completion check.A call to foo/2 is classi�ed as either a generator or a consumer as explained in Section 2.1. Thefunctionality of the above built-ins is the following:exists variant subgoal/1 checks in the tables whether there has been a generator for this goalbefore: it is immaterial for our discussion whether this generator is completed at this moment;if exists variant subgoal/1 succeeds, the subgoal is a consumer and the current choicepoint is cut away to prevent the consumer from executing the clauses of the predicate (that'swhat the ! is for) and replaced by a consumer choice point; up to this point, the actions are(apart from optimizations) the same as in SLG-WAM; at this point, SLG-WAM freezes theconsumer, while CAT saves the consumer state | exists variant subgoal/1 corresponds tothe new subgoal operation in Section 2.1install consumer choicepoint/0 installs a consumer choice point, i.e. a data structure that con-tains a WAM choice point and an extra �eld, denoted by LastAnswer, which keeps track ofwhich answers have been consumed so far by this consumer; the alternative �eld in this choicepoint points to an instruction (answer return from Section 2.1) that basically does nothingmore than consume the next answer if there is any and otherwise removes the choice pointand failscat save/0 is the CAT alternative to freezing the consumer state in SLG-WAM: at this pointwe remain vague about what cat save/0 exactly does, but the main idea is to copy theconsumer state; this action has as side-e�ect that the consumer (choice point) is removedfrom the execution (stacks); an alternative is to let the consumer �rst consume the availableanswers, especially if the answer table is complete; however, the choice between alternativesbelongs to the scheduling strategy which is orthogonal to CAT (the split up of actions betweeninstall consumer choicepoint and cat save is entirely for explanatory reasons)install generator choicepoint/0 : it was just decided that this invocation of the predicate is agenerator, so it must execute its clauses; the currently existing choice point is updated so asto reect the fact that it is a generator; apart from the usual WAM choice point, it containsthe information for new answer/1; in particular it contains a pointer to the table in whichthe new answers are put (this pointer is picked up by the built-in save table info/1 later)and some more bookkeeping �elds related to completiona save table info/1 goal is added as the �rst goal in each original clause of a tabled predicate;it picks up some information about the generator from the generator choice point: amongstother things, the place in the table where to put any newly produced answer; this informationis stored in the newly introduced variable T which resides in the environment of this clausenew answer/1 comes at the end of each clause: if the answer computed by this clause was derivedbefore, new answer fails; if the answer is new, new answer puts it in the answer table of the6



particular subgoal and then computation proceeds normally; the argument to new answerpoints to the answer table: save table info has saved it in the environmentcompletion check/0 checks whether the table is complete (in which case the generator choice pointis deleted) and schedules consumers that have not consumed all the answers; on scheduling aconsumer CAT restores the saved consumer state; the action associated to check completebecomes slightly more complicated when two or more generators depend on each other; as faras CAT is concerned, this situation is dealt with in more detail in Section 4.3; see also [10];it is important to understand that check complete/0 is only ever executed by generators |the related items in Section 2.1 are completion and �xpoint check.4 A step by step introduction to CAT4.1 A �rst approximation: no incremental completionIn this section we make the approximation that incremental completion is not performed: thereis only one scheduling component (for all subgoals), and the single leader (that runs a monarchyand never changes) does all the scheduling (for all consumers of subgoals that it leads) on failingback to it. In this setting consider how execution goes: At the moment a consumer is found, itsconsumer choice point is installed on the choice point stack; Figure 1 shows the stacks: generatorchoice points G0 (which is the leader) up to G2, followed by the consumer choice point C. Thevertical dots in between these choice points and above G0 denote possible Prolog choice points, notrelated to execution of tabled predicates. The heap is shown segmented according to the tablingchoice points and so it the trail. The same segmentation is not shown in the local stack, as it isa spaghetti stack. From the trail, some pointers point to cells older than the segment between G0and G1: these cells have addresses @1 and @2 in the picture, and the values in these cells are �and �.
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local stack heap trail

CFigure 1: The stacks after the creation of a consumer choice point: the shaded parts indicate whatis copied.Figure 2 shows the information as saved by CAT: there is a (dynamically allocated) frame of�xed size which we name the CAT header. Apart from some bookkeeping �elds, it contains apointer to areas which contain copies of the shaded parts of the stacks: for heap and local stack,these shaded areas of Figure 1 are copied as is; they correspond to the part of heap and local stackcreated between the creation of G0 and the consumer C. From the choice point stack, CAT only7



needs to save the consumer choice point: the justi�cation is that at the moment C is scheduled toconsume its answers, all the Prolog choice points as well as the non-leader generator choice pointswill have exhausted their alternatives, and will have become redundant. This also means that whena consumer choice point is reinstalled, this can happen immediately below the leader G0.CAT can also copy the trail more selectively: since CAT copies all of the heap between G0and C, there is no need to save the trail entries that point into this region and similarly for thetrail entries that point to the saved part of the local stack. On the other hand, just saving thetrail entries pointing to the older region of the heap (and local stack), is not enough to reinstallthe consumer, because backtracking (up to G0) will have undone the binding of say cell @1 to �.It means that CAT must also save the value �, or in general the current value of heap (and localstack) cells older than G0 and pointed to by trail entries younger than G0. Figure 2 shows in moredetail the saved trail. We call the CAT header together with the saved stacks, a CAT area.
β@2
α@1 selective trail copy

copy of shaded heap
copy of shaded local stack
copy of consumer choice point

book keeping

CAT header

CAT area

Figure 2: The CAT area showing the selective trail.After CAT has copied the consumer state, it removes the consumer choice point from the stackand activates a general failure in the WAM. Forward execution might then create other consumers(and CAT areas). Execution will eventually fail back to the leader G0.In this setting, after exhausting all alternatives of G0, the leader must also make sure that theconsumers of subgoals that it leads consume their answers. The leader can do this since the savedCAT areas contain all necessary information, so scheduling and restoration of consumers happensas follows: For each consumer, C, the saved portion of the heap and the local stack is copied back toits original place. Also, the saved values on the trail are reinstalled and the saved consumer choicepoint is copied just below G0. This reinstalled consumer choice point can now start consuminganswers from the tables as in SLG-WAM. A minor point here is that after all currently availableanswers have been consumed, CAT has also to update the LastAnswer �eld of the consumer choicepoint in the corresponding CAT area. Note that after reinstalling the consumer, the choice pointand trail stack are in general smaller than at the moment of saving the consumer state. See Figure 3.In the following sections we will re�ne the saving of a consumer state, but here already, we havelaid out the basics for understanding CAT: the state of a consumer is saved by copying it; this copyconsists of the parts of the heap and local stack between the consumer and a generator (which isalways older) and similarly for the trail but more selectively; from the choice point stack, CAT onlyneeds the consumer choice point itself.4.2 Adding incremental completion based on �xed leadersIn the previous section, we assumed that completion was non-incremental and all subgoals belongedto one scheduling component led by a single leader. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, for de�niteprograms, this is a valid scheme for CAT as scheduling and completion can always be postponed tillthe end of the evaluation. However, as in the SLG-WAM, it is more e�cient to perform incrementalcompletion and have the scheduling components be as small as possible for several reasons: (1)8
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Figure 3: The stacks just after the consumer has been restored.CAT would copy and reinstall a smaller part of the stacks, and (2) subgoals can complete and freethe CAT areas of their consumers earlier. Indeed, look at the execution of ?- pg(X). against thefollowing program::- table p/1, q/1.p(1) :- qg(Y). q(3) :- qc(Z).p(2). q(4).The answers of q/1 do not depend on the answers of p/1, so a generator of q/1 can be a leaderand form a scheduling component on itself. It means that at the moment qc(Z) is called, its leaderis not pg(X), but the subgoal qg(Y), and the consumer qc can always be scheduled on failing backto the generator qg. So, in order to reinstall the state of qc, it is enough to copy stacks between qcand the leader qg. Figure 4 shows a variant of Figure 1: the consumer is C2 and its leader is G2; theshaded areas to be copied are smaller than before. Note, however, that this schema is not practicalbecause it assumes that the �xed leaders of scheduling components are known beforehand.
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choicepointslocal stack heap trail

C2Figure 4: The leader is closer to the consumer: the copy is smaller.4.3 A coup: the leader changesThe principle of the previous two sections was: save consumer state up to the leader generatorthat might or will schedule the consumer. Even in cases where the �xed leaders are not known in9



advance, this works well until there is a change of leader: in practice a change of leader happensoften. The query ?- pg(X). executed against the following program shows such a coup::- table p/1, q/1.p(X) :- qg(Y), fail. q(3) :- qc(X).p(1). q(4) :- pc(X).When the consumer qc is saved, its leader (as maintained by dependencies kept in the completionstack) is the generator qg. Indeed, at that point, it is not yet known that the answers of q willdepend on answers of p. Later, at the moment the consumer pc is created, there is coup: thegenerator qg is no longer the leader of a scheduling component and pg has become the leader of qc.It means that in the future qc might need to be restored by pg, so the saved state of qc should atrestoration time contain also the part of the stacks between pg and qg. We could eagerly | at themoment of the coup | save this missing part and add it to the CAT area of qc. The alternativeis to wait until execution is about to backtrack over generator qg: at this moment, CAT saves theincrement needed for qc (i.e. the part of the stacks between pg and qg) and links it up to the CATarea of qc. The advantage of waiting until this moment to save the increment, is that there mightbe other consumers in the same need for an extension of their CAT area, and thus the part of thestacks between pg and qg can potentially be shared between all these consumers, instead of copyingthe same part for every one of them. This will become more clear in the following section.4.4 Incremental copying of consumer statesThe previous section showed that in the absence of precise information about leaders and schedulingcomponents, there is possibly a need for extending the saved state whenever the leader changes.Now consider the following program, which di�ers from the one before only by an extra (last) clausefor q/1::- table p/1, q/1. q(3) :- qc1(X).p(X) :- qg(Y), fail. q(4) :- pc(X).p(1). q(5) :- qc2(X).The two consumers for q/1 have been given an index for ease of reference. At the momentconsumer qc1 is saved, copying happens up to the leader which is then qg; when consumer qc2 issaved, the coup has happened already, meaning that for qc2 , we copy up to pg, the new leader.Later when backtracking happens over the generator qg, we copy the part between qg and pg sothat this can be linked to consumer qc1 . Note though that qc2 already contains that part of thestacks ! So, we have copied twice the same information from the stacks (the part between pg and qg)and it is very di�cult to avoid this in the schema which copies a consumer state up to its currentleader. Since we have already the mechanism to link parts of saved states, we can use it in a moresystematic way as follows: instead of saving a consumer state up to its leader, CAT always savesup to the closest generator G. When execution fails back to this generator, all consumers youngerthan G have copied all information needed for their restoration: they can be scheduled to consumetheir answers. IfG is a leader of a scheduling component, on reaching �xpoint, completion can occurand the space for the CAT areas can be freed as explained in the next section. Otherwise, sincebacktracking over this generator will occur, a new increment up to the previous generator is linkedto all the consumers that need it. Applied to the above example, it means that the double copyingof the old schema, does not happen anymore. Figure 5 gives a rough picture of the situation.This incremental saving of consumer states, is the one �nally implemented in CAT: it performsless copying by maximising sharing of consumer states. CAT also allows for more exible schedulingstrategies since now even non-leaders can schedule consumers; moreover in the context of CAT, it10
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to qgFigure 5: Sharing of CAT areas between consumers.is natural that a generator can schedule all consumers with a saved state that reaches up to thisgenerator, not just its own.4.5 Managing the CAT areasIn Section 4.1 we said that the CAT header and the areas in which the consumer state is saved,are allocated dynamically. We indeed rely on the C library functions malloc() and free(). Theinteresting point is to see that freeing the allocated areas is quite straightforward: when a leadercompletes, it means that all the consumers younger than this leader can be discarded. Since agenerator has access to the consumers which have their state saved up to this generator, a leadercan free easily the CAT areas corresponding to these consumers.4.6 Partly reusing restored consumer stateConsider the execution of ?- pg(X). against the following example program::- table p/1, q/1.p(X) :- qg(X).q(X) :- qc1(Y), X = 1.q(X) :- qc2(Y), X = 2.q(X) :- pc(X).q(X) :- X = 3.The CAT areas of qc1 and qc2 share the portion of the computation between pg and qg; let usname this portion P . At a certain moment during the execution, qg has produced the answer q(3),qc1 has consumed the answer q(3) and q(1) already and now it is time to schedule qc2 : at thatmoment, P is on the stacks, but with the restoring described earlier, no use of this will be made. Itis however not too di�cult to take into account during the restoration of qc2 that P doesn't need tobe copied back. We have not yet implemented this reuse of restored consumer state. Because of thestack freezing, SLG-WAM gets this reuse more naturally. However, judging from the performance�gures, the lack of this reuse in CAT seems not a major problem.5 The Main Problem of CAT and a RemedyConsider the program::- table p/1.p(X) :- produce(LargeTerm), pc(Z), X = 2.p(1). 11



The query ?- pg(X). produces the answers p(1) and p(2) and the consumer pc is saved andrestored once. produce/1 is a computation which produces a large term as output argument. Inthe setting above, the consumer state contains this large term, so it is copied on saving and copiedon restoring the consumer. So the CAT area for a consumer can be arbitrarily large, meaning thatboth saving and restoring a consumer can take arbitrarily long. The SLG-WAM does not su�er fromthis problem: freezing the stacks is a constant time operation and the cost of restoring a consumerin SLG-WAM is related to the trail. Since it is easy to construct examples in which consumershave to be restored arbitrarily often, it follows that CAT can be made to perform arbitrarily worsethan SLG-WAM. However, this bad behaviour of CAT was not observed in any of the programswe have so far used tabling for. 2As it happens in the above example, this large term is not used in the continuation of theconsumer, which means that copying it on saving the consumer was unnecessary. In general onecan say that none of the heap entries which are unreachable for the continuation of a consumer,need be saved. It means that while saving a consumer state, one could do a small garbage collection,i.e. a garbage collection which is restricted to the part of the heap to be copied. This is explored inmore detail in [4] which also shows how a similar compaction of the local stack can be performedat CAT save time.6 Implementation and Relation to SLG-WAMWe have implemented CAT within XSB; XSB itself implements SLG-WAM which freezes stacksas a means to save a consumer state. This means that XSB has a more complicated trail, trailtest, setting of top-of-stack, etc. As our CAT prefers warmth, we have �rst heated up XSB, byremoving all the freezing related code and replacing it with the plain WAM equivalent. In thiswarm version of XSB, we have then implemented CAT, reusing from XSB everything related tothe implementation of incremental completion and the access and storing mechanisms for tablingof [8]. Besides adding the incremental CAT copying and restoration described in Section 4.4 andslightly modifying the scheduling (as will be explained below), only instructions related to tabling(tabletry, answer return, : : :) which do not belong to the WAM, were changed. So, now there existtwo versions of XSB: one that implements SLG-WAM and one that implements CAT. These willform the basis of a comparison between SLG-WAM and CAT. Since to our knowledge, there existsno other implementation of SLG-WAM (neither of CAT) we will henceforth refer to two mechanismsas if they were implementations.6.1 Current similarities and di�erences with the SLG-WAMIn our �rst version of CAT we have retained the incremental completion algorithm of the SLG-WAM.As mentioned, in de�nite programs, completion can always be postponed and it is mainly used forspace reclamation. As the SLG-WAM freezes the stacks at the top, non stack-based selective com-pletion (and space reclamation) of subgoals is not possible without fragmenting the stacks andthus requires stack compaction. As this is probably costly, the SLG-WAM always completes thecomponent in which the younger generator belongs: therefore, the SLG-WAM has adopted a com-pletion algorithm based on approximate subgoal dependencies. This algorithm is known to trapsubgoals in scheduling components (see [10]) and may arbitrarily postpone their completion despitethe fact that they are independent of other subgoals. CAT, as a true feline, can be much moreexible in completion: its memory area does not require compaction but only space reclamation2The bad �gures for read o in Table 1 and 2 are due to some other phenomenon: see Section 7.12



of seperately allocated areas, something which already exists in CAT. We plan to add an exactcompletion algorithm to our CAT, but for fairness, in this paper we have decided to compare CATand SLG-WAM under the same completion algorithm.Unlike the SLG-WAM, the CAT reclaims the trail and choice point stack even before completionof a component.3 In particular, it reclaims generator choice points for non-leaders when thesehave exhausted program clause resolution. This means that the substitution factor variables (anoptimization of [8]) cannot be stored in the choice point stack as in the SLG-WAM, but in aplace that survives backtracking before completion: we have opted for the heap. As another smalltechnical point, since non-leader generators are reclaimed by CAT, local scheduling is implementedby creating a CAT area for generators that are not leaders. This is in accordance to the de�nitionof local evaluation that speci�es that these generators behave as consumers (cf. [5]).Finally, as explained in Section 4.4, CAT allows for more exible scheduling algorithms, inparticular more �ne-grained ones. However, the current version only performs scheduling on failingto the leader in a manner similar to the �xpoint check of the SLG-WAM. A di�erence with theSLG-WAM is that scheduling decisions are taken more often by CAT because CAT can reinstallonly one consumer at a time, while SLG-WAM can schedule several consumers in one pass.7 Performance EvaluationAs expected, CAT performs better than SLG-WAM in Prolog code; around 10% according to ourmeasurements. Also, CAT and SLG-WAM have indistinguishable performance in arti�cial tablingbenchmark programs from the database community like transitive closures over chains, cycles andtrees of various lengths and same generation over cylinders (cf. [11, 10, 5]). We thus compare CATand the SLG-WAM in what we believe to be more realistic sets of programs from an applicationarea where tabling has been proven worth having in a general purpose logic programming sys-tem: abstract interpretation. All measurements were conducted on an Ultra Sparc 2 (168 MHz)under Solaris 2.5.1. Times are reported in seconds, space in KBytes. Space numbers measurethe maximum use of the stacks (for SLG-WAM) and the total of max. stack + max. CAT area(for CAT).7.1 A benchmark set dominated by tabled executionPrograms in this �rst set, taken from [?], perform type analysis by program abstraction and execu-tion of the abstracted program under tabled evaluation. Tabling is used not only for terminationor e�cient storage of the analysis results, but is also bene�cial to the performance of this analysisas tabling the domain-dependent abstract operations avoids redundant subcomputations (see [?]).With the exception of a few utility predicates like append/3, all other predicates are tabled in thisbenchmark set and the size of the table space (not shown) is quite large: this set of benchmarksprograms is heavily dominated by tabling operations.Tables 1 and 2 show time and space performance of the analysis under the two schedulingstrategies of XSB. On this set of programs, SLG-WAM performs more or less the same withbatched (B) and local (L) strategy with an advantage for the local strategy in space consump-tion as its scheduling components are tighter. CAT under local scheduling performs similarly toSLG-WAM in time and slightly better in space; an exception is peep where CAT performs muchbetter space wise due to high sharing of the CAT areas. CAT under batched scheduling is slowerthan the SLG-WAM for the last three benchmarks by 25{50%: these are also the benchmarks for3Actually, it reclaims all stacks, but big parts of the heap and the local stack are retained in CAT areas.13



cs o cs r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read oSLG-WAM(B) 0.22 0.41 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.44 0.12 0.56CAT(B) 0.25 0.41 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.54 0.16 0.86SLG-WAM(L) 0.22 0.42 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.42 0.11 0.54CAT(L) 0.21 0.41 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.41 0.11 0.56Table 1: Time Performance of CAT vs. SLG-WAM using di�erent Scheduling Strategies.which CAT uses more than 10 times more space than SLG-WAM. This behaviour is mostly dueto the approximate completion algorithm that is used. In this benchmark set, a high percentageof the tabled subgoals, and more speci�cally the abstract operations, is semi-det: i.e. producesat most one answer. Because completion is based on an approximation of subgoal dependencies,these semi-det subgoals often get trapped in an approximate scheduling component and cannotbe completed on their own. As it is not known whether new answers will be derived for thesesubgoals, their consumers have to suspend (and create a CAT copy) rather than use the completedtable optimisation (see Section 2.2). Some extra measurements for the read o program shed morelight: under batched scheduling 3112 consumers are saved (max. CAT area of 5535 KBytes) andonly 192 times a consumer is restored (totaling 404 KBytes) to consume new answers; in contrast,the corresponding numbers for local scheduling are 264 consumers saved and 224 restorations (242and 442 Kbytes respectively | the bigger restoration is due to sharing of the saved space by incre-mental copying, but not by restoration: see Section 4.6). With the current approximate completioncs o cs r disj o gabriel kalah o peep pg read oSLG-WAM(B) 38 50 35 52 65 337 126 513CAT(B) 15 20 12 46 86 3868 1611 5553SLG-WAM(L) 15 17 16 29 37 132 27 279CAT(L) 8 10 7 29 13 17 24 248Table 2: Space Performance (KBytes) of CAT vs. SLG-WAM using di�erent Scheduling Strategies.algorithm, under batched scheduling, CAT performs worse than SLG-WAM. We strongly believethat for this benchmark set CAT will be competitive to SLG-WAM (under batched scheduling) ifcompletion is based on exact subgoal dependencies (cf. also Section 6.1).7.2 A more realistic mix of tabled and Prolog executionOur experience is that tabling is used selectively and is thus usually only one component in realisticprograms: in the case of abstract interpretation for instance, not all analyses bene�t from cachingthe abstract operations as this depends on whether there is redundancy in the computation. Suchis the case on the following set of benchmarks from [6]. The abstract operations are implementedin Prolog and take a high percentage of the total execution time (around 75{80%). The programsperform program analysis based on a complex abstract domain which is able to capture modes,linearity, freeness and sharing. As, contrary to the analysis of the previous section, this analysisis based on an abstract least upper bound operation, i.e. keeping only the lub and deleting allother answers, local scheduling performs much better (there is an order of magnitude di�erence;see also [5]) than the batched strategy in this benchmark set. Regardless of the issue SLG-WAM vs.CAT, only the local scheduling makes sense in this program set. Tables 3 and 4 compare SLG-WAM14



and CAT in time and space. Overall, CAT performs slightly better in this set: 5{20% in time;10{90% in space with as only exception read.akl color bid deriv read browse serial rdtok boyer plan peepSLG-WAM 1.45 0.67 1.11 2.64 9.84 33.1 1.18 3.06 10.15 6.61 9.06CAT 1.26 0.63 1.01 2.47 9.69 31.9 0.88 2.82 10.11 6.22 8.57Table 3: Time Performance of CAT vs. SLG-WAM.akl color bid deriv read browse serial rdtok boyer plan peepSLG-WAM 680 390 389 425 6098 8117 396 1086 2037 1360 2707CAT 598 339 309 513 8401 7972 241 864 1497 1314 1413Table 4: Space Performance (in KBytes) of CAT vs. SLG-WAM.8 Related workThere is an analogy between the SRI-model [12] for implementing OR-parallelism and MUSE [1] onone hand, and the SLG-WAM for implementing tabling and CAT on the other: like the SLG-WAM,the SRI-model has a complicated management of the stacks and switching from one worker toanother | the analogue of suspending one consumer to resume another one | uses a trail structurethat is more complicated than the WAM trail, because bindings have to be undone as well asreinstalled. Like MUSE, CAT avoids complicated stacks by copying the portion of the stacks thatis particular to a consumer or in the case of MUSE a worker. We believe this analogy is so strong,that although not conscious at the time, we must have been inuenced by our knowledge of MUSEwhen getting the idea for CAT. [1] notes that the overhead of copying is small compared to allother work to be performed and our experience with CAT seems to con�rm this.A copying technique similar to CAT is used in the abstract interpretation framework AMAI [?]:in order to obtain a �xpoint, the continuation of some program points needs to be reanalysed.In AMAI | an abstract machine for abstract interpretation whose design was inspired by theSLG-WAM | this is achieved by making a copy of the current state of a recursively analysed goal,including its continuation. The consumer state is saved incrementally in a similar way as in CAT.AMAI is currently implemented in Prolog as an interpreter for the abstract machine. The maindi�erence between AMAI and CAT is that CAT tries to share saved states between consumers.Another di�erence is that CAT inherits from XSB, that dependencies are detected dynamicallywhile AMAI approximates the dependency between a generator and a consumer statically: thismakes sense in abstract interpretation. As a consequence of the static approximation of SCCs,AMAI could also save the state of consumers while descending from a generator to a consumerinstead of going up again, and in this way sharing of parts of saved states would come natural.Very recently, we have become aware of a technique for providing library functions for back-tracking in C programs, by incrementally copying the part of the C-stack which must become activeagain after failure [7]. This is achieved by changing the return addresses in the activation records:the analogue in CAT is that the zones to be copied are delimited by invocations of tabled predic-ates, so that by compiling these with special instructions, such a change is performed e�ectivelyat compile time. The similarity between the method in [7] and CAT is even more striking, con-sidering that while [7] tames the Prolog spaghetti stack (environments and choice points) with the15



C-stack (which has a strict stack regime) and copying, CAT tames the SLG-WAM double spaghettistack (environments, choice points, generators and consumers) with the Prolog spaghetti stack andcopying.9 Future workWe believe that any logic programming system can bene�t from having tabling; up to now, introdu-cing tabling in a logic programming system was not attractive, because SLG-WAM seemed to o�erthe only possibility and SLG-WAM is complicated and slows down the underlying implementation.CAT remedies this: CAT is simpler to add to an existing system and it has no inuence on thee�ciency of the underlying implementation. To achieve the goal that tabling in general and CAT inparticular becomes more accessible to any LP system, the following lines of work must be pursued:1. a clear de�nition of the interface between the tabling components and a general purposeProlog system must be given; this could be in the form of a library of C functions withthe required functionality; to give a brief account of this functionality: management of thesubgoal frames, the completion stack, the tabling itself (this can be done with a naive assert-like implementation or more sophisticatedly trie-based as in XSB), saving and restoring theconsumers, code for the tabling instructions tabletry, new answer, answer return, completion, : : :2. a complete integration of CAT in the memory management of a Prolog system is desirable;this means in practice that stack expansion and garbage collection must be adapted to caterfor the saved consumer states; in principle this is no di�erent from the freeze situation, but itturns out that reasoning about the usefulness of data | about reachability in particular |is easier in CAT than with frozen stacks; again, only local changes are needed to the memorymanagement of a WAM based Prolog implementation; a forthcoming paper deals with thisin more detail [4]3. the performance results in Section 7 show that the interaction of CAT with schedulingstrategies needs to be investigated in more depth; CAT performs best with local schedul-ing, although it also works well with the batched evaluation for which we �rst implementedCAT. Since CAT separates cleanly the underlying WAM from the control related to tabling,CAT also seems a good environment for experimenting with new scheduling strategies, e.g.related to better approximating SCCs than SLG-WAM can do, or variate on the principlethat a generator must have exhausted all its alternatives before scheduling consumers10 ConclusionWe have shown that CAT is a true alternative to SLG-WAM for implementing the control oftabling: CAT does not impose any overhead on non-tabled execution in a general purpose logicprogramming system. This is good because the e�ect on a user program that employs tabling asan optimisation technique, can still count on the full speed of the underlying Prolog machine forother parts of the computation. CAT can be introduced orthogonally to an existing WAM-likeimplementation; therefore, CAT makes it more attractive for existing LP implementations, nativecode generating Prolog systems or Mercury for instance, to incorporate tabling: the basic speedof these systems is not corroborated by introducing tabling. CAT implements only the control oftabling, but the other two components | the tabling data structures and the scheduler | werealways orthogonal issues and do not a�ect the underlying implementation at all.16
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